Folks,
I must commend you for the job you all have done. For/in the district(s) where I live you have designed a well balanced district that seems to follow the natural physical land topography, includes a diversity of people and cultures. The map created does not create a dominant private sector business or public service sector rule but rather a relatively decent balance between the two and volunteer sectors are well represented with many oppotunities for their activities within these demographics created as well. The district seems to reflect a territorial deminsion that would bring into being a balance of opinions, whereas the former one tended to be dominated by a rural-conservative view point, this new district allows better open dialogue between parties and could offer the public a far broader spectum of opinions and candidates who would espouse said points of view to choose from in elections, unlike the current ballot. So from this Citizen I extend my compliments and appre! ciation for a good well done. Was it perfect? Well, No. But it was a better than average piece of work that you can see had elements of compramise that was the result of hard work and long hours of wrangling with many sources of input and opinions. The results look like it will serve the public well. Thank you
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